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The Zephyr Chronicles
Part 2 continued

re-interview some of the witnesses and participants. Finally, in June 1998, I reported my 
findings. They appeared in this story and with a page 2 introduction::

AN EDITORIAL COMMENT ON THE DEATH OF JOHN DINSMORE
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/archives/takeit-june-july98.html

THE DEATH OF JOHN DINSMORE
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/stiles-stories/dinsmore.htm

And finally, Dirk Vaughan, a Moab business owner, and a 14 year veteran of the Den-
ver PD, weighed in with his own thoughts. He was reluctant at first but when I’d finally 
gathered all the information available for him to view, and after a visit to the shooting 
scene, Dirk offered his own take on the shooting. Here is the link:

‘HE DESERVED A CHANCE’ 
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/archives/chance.html

The officer who fired the fatal round was never disciplined and remains on the force 
to this day. If there was anything positive that came from the tragedy, the Moab PD did 
acquire some non-lethal weapons to deal with incidents like this. But while a shorter 
version of my story appeared in ‘Salt Lake CITY WEEKLY’ and received a Utah Press As-
sociation award, the story was never officially acknowledged by any government entity 
or elected official in Moab/Grand County. Today, Holly Dinsmore still lives in Moab and 
is as admired, loved and respected now as she was then.

HERB...
Just a few months later, my dearest of friends, Herb Ringer, began to decline. Since 

1994, deteriorating eyesight from macular degeneration had forced herb to give up driv-
ing. It was his most cherished pleasure–to hit the road. Herb had lived out of his 1970 

trip to Fallon in late July, to help him move a lifetime of memories from the ‘Smoker’ 
trailer. He gave me almost everything he had–the rest of his photographs, his journals, 
his model trains, his pots and pans and his dishes. Even the wooden spoon that had 
belonged to his great-grandmother. We sold the trailer to another man who lived at the 
trailer park and, in early August, Herb said goodbye to his old life and moved to the 
Silver Rose Manor.

Within weeks he began to decline. They had found a voice-amplified phone for Herb 
and we struggled through a few calls. But by October, he no longer recognized my voice. 
In December, he took a turn for the worse. Herb Ringer died on my birthday, December 
11. 

http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/2013/08/
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/2013/08/01/take-it-or-leave-it-our-

friends-were-dearer-then-herb-ringer-an-introduction-by-jim-stiles/
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/2013/08/01/i-can-still-see-everything-

herb-ringers-remarkable-life-by-jim-stiles/

Of all the people I’ve met, I cherish my friendship with Herb more than just about 
anyone. Now, more than 15 years later, I still think of him almost daily and, at the very 
least, his work and his memories and his remarkable life live on in the Zephyr.

CHANGES IN THE WIND (AND NOT ZEPHYR BREEZES)
Earlier in 1998, I finally embraced the internet. I’d purchased the domain name a 

couple years earlier, but had done nothing with it. But, in April 1998 we finally started 
posting a limited number of features and images from each issue. The web site was 
as basic and rudimentary as one might imagine a 1998 page to be, and you’ll see for 
yourself as you follow many of the URLs in this story to the original links. The quality 
improved only slightly over the next decade, until we finally gave up the print edition in 
February 2009. Still, I didn’t take the web site very seriously at the time, though I wish 
now we’d posted more of the stories and articles. But I made sure to include my Page 
Two editorials and the more important essays.

Those archived posts would prove to be handy reference tools, fifteen years later, as I 
try to piece together the flow of events that shaped The Zephyr’s future (and mine). In 
barely a year, starting just a few months after Herb’s death, three events would forever 
change the direction of this publication. I had no idea what was about to happen...

SIERRA CLUBBED...
In July 1999, I was contacted by environmental activist David Orr, who was interested 

in forming a Sierra Club ‘group’ in Moab. It would be called The Glen Canyon Group of 
the Utah Chapter and its purpose would be to support and embrace the national board’s 
recent resolution to support the restoration of Glen Canyon. Orr was a provocateur, for 
sure, and had crossed swords with other green organizations before, but I knew, in the 
beginning at least, nothing of this. And while Orr did seem to rub people in the wrong 
places, I could find nothing wrong with his premise—that a grassroots group supporting 
the resolution to decommission the dam was a logical and worthwhile gesture. I thought 
we were all good, crusading knights of justice, trying to make the world a better place. 
We were going to do good deeds and save the world....YES. At times I was that stupid.

In an introductory Zephyr/Page Two essay, I wrote about the creation of the Glen 
Canyon Group and I did express some doubts. “I have often found myself at odds with 
the Sierra Club,” I explained, “who sometimes seems more interested in doing upscale 
and expensive outings for rich and trendy yupsters than really fighting for issues....
But now,” I continued, “all that seems to be changing. With Ken Sleight (here he comes 
again) as chairman and longtime Moabite John Weisheit as vice-chair, the Glen Canyon 
Group offers a chance for all of us to get involved in the battle to save the canyon coun-
try in a very personal way.”

THE SIERRA CLUB COMES TO MOAB
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/archives/takeit-august-septem-

ber99.html

I probably should have kept my doubts and ‘yupster’ references to myself, but it would 
not have made a difference in the final outcome.  Here was the problem–for reasons that 
were beyond me, the hierarchy of the Utah Chapter had opposed the national board’s 
resolution about Glen Canyon Dam. They were adamant and our efforts to bypass the 
state chapter infuriated them even more. Even within the Group, opinions varied and 
tempers frequently flared. Mike and Jean Binyon, recent transplants to Moab from Salt 
Lake City, supported their friends at the Chapter. Mike even suggested that the resolu-
tion to decommission the dam came—incredibly–as the result of a bribe from Sierra 
Club legend David Brower. (If one thing good came out of all this, it’s that I was blessed 
with the opportunity to speak with Brower himself. He adamantly denied offering a 
“bribe.”)

The rhetoric got hotter and with the group’s blessing, I wrote about the growing gap 
between Salt Lake and Moab.

SIERRA CLUB UPDATE:
A GROUP WITH NO NAME...AND A GAGGED VOICE
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/archives/takeit-october-novem-

ber99.html

“It was with uncharacteristic hope,” I wrote, “that, in the last issue, I spoke of an 
opportunity that many believe could make a positive difference here in southern Utah. 
Briefly, a group of citizens in Moab decided to create a Sierra Club Group...to be called 
the Glen Canyon Group. Working under the umbrella of the Utah Chapter, this group 
would become the only grass roots Sierra Club organization in the canyon country”

But then we learned that the Chapter had unanimously passed a resolution, with us in 
mind. It said:

“...it shall be the policy of the Utah Chapter of the Sierra Club not to initiate public 

Ford EconoLine Camper for almost eight months a year. Now, confined to his little trail-
er in Fallon, Nevada, he had made the best of a bad situation. So instead of Herb visiting 
me, I went to him, though I could not make nearly the trips I wanted or he needed.

When Herb realized his traveling days were over, we were also able to provide some 
assistance for him, via the social services people in Nevada,  that he didn’t know were 
available. His macular degeneration allowed the government to boost his social security 
check, and for the first time, herb was able to collect food stamps. With his eyesight 
almost gone, he needed help maintaining his home and a woman from Nevada Social 
Services named Becky (sorry to say I no longer recall her last name) came by three or 
four times a week to cook and help Herb with the cleaning. But more than that, she was 
somebody to talk to. Herb enjoyed Becky’s company immensely and for a couple years, 
he did well. But when Becky’s husband was transferred to another city, Herb never 
found anyone to fill her shoes.

In June, Herb experienced something of a breakdown and was placed in state hos-
pital. I headed for Nevada the next day. He was quickly released but, for the first time, 
Herb started to wear out. He began to lose his most precious gift—his memories.

He decided to give up his little house trailer of 46 years and move to a nearby retire-
ment home. Somehow I knew it would be his un-doing; Herb cherished nothing as much 
as his freedom, but, to Herb it seemed like the only logical next step. I made another 

In June, Herb experienced something of a breakdown 
and was placed in state hospital. I headed for 

Nevada the next day. He was quickly released but, 
for the first time, Herb started to wear out. 

He began to lose his most precious gift—
his memories. 
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discussion or debate on the issue of Glen Canyon restoration at this time. ‘Public dis-
cussion’ includes (but is not limited to) press releases, mailings, electronic communica-
tions, contacts with media, and events to which the public is invited. Should such public 
discussion be initiated by the media or other parties, those who speak for the Chapter 
shall endeavor not to participate in any official capacity. Direct questions from the 
media may be answered factually.”

Second, he was critical of Ken Sleight’s inflexible leadership. These, Schroeder claimed, 
were the major stumbling blocks to group approval.”

SIERRA CLUBBED (the story)
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/archives/sierra-clubbed.html

That was about as hard a day as I can ever recall. I had always asked for the group’s 
blessings before I wrote about the ongoing controversy, and none of my peers, except 
the Binyons, had ever been anything but enthusiastic when the articles came out. Now 
suddenly it appeared as if Ken and I were the only obstacles in the way of a smooth and 
happy bonding between the Chapter and the Group.

From a journalist’s perspective, there was no way I could now put a gag on myself. So 
I resigned. Later, so did Ken. In April, Sleight’s and my ‘Clubbed’ piece appeared and we 
caught more hell from another Utah Chapter rep, Gordon Swenson:

 
‘SHAMEFUL, INACCURATE AND DOWNRIGHT SHAMEFUL’
http://www.canyoncountryzephyr.com/oldzephyr/archives/shameful.html

The Sierra Clubbed fiasco would be the first of many difficult and disturbing conflicts 
that pitted me against people I thought were my allies. In the aftermath of Swenson’s 
rant, I learned from Scott Groene that Swenson wanted SUWA to “publicly repudiate” 
me and end their Zephyr ‘Watchdog’ column. Groene refused but it didn’t make me feel 
much better. “I told him,” Scott explained later, “that we would never repudiate anyone 
who gives SUWA two free pages in their newspaper.”

It wasn’t the kind of passionate ethics-based defense of Sleight and me that I was hop-
ing for.

Still, when Sleight and I decided to write about the experience, Scott was supportive. 
“It’s your paper,” he noted, “and you should obviously run whatever you want---to have 
any integrity you should challenge whoever you think needs challenging.” It was good 
advice and greatly appreciated,

As for the Glen Canyon Group, it still exists. While one member, Sarah Fields, has 
worked tirelessly to oppose the transportation and storage of nuclear waste at the White 
Mesa Mill in San Juan County, the group has been silent on the issue of Glen Canyon for 
most of the last 10 years.

CLOUDROCKED...
One of the disadvantages of a bi-monthly schedule, and one of my great worries, was 

that a ‘Big Story’ would fall upon us, just after the most recent issue had gone to press. 
That’s exactly what happened in the autumn of 2000.

continued on page 40...

We called it a ‘gag order,’ plain and simple. My brain had a hard time even grasping 
language like that; Just the term, ‘It shall be,’ gets my hackles up. As an environmental-
ist, I had never experienced anything like this particular brand of authoritarian rule 
and it was the first time I understood just how bitter, toxic and divisive the mainstream 
environmental movement could be. They kept trying to say WE were being divisive, but 
all we were trying to do was DO something.

And we all seemed ready to at least go down swinging. One ‘canyoneer’ wrote, “We 
voted at the last meeting (Binyons present) that we would not accept the “gag resolu-
tion” or a name change.  Now is the time to go the next step.  Let the Chapter know at 
this time we don’t accept this condition and that if an appeal is necessary we are willing 
to take this to the National Board (impending date I believe). Sound like a threat? Well, 
it is!”

But in November, just before Thanksgiving, the ranks fell apart. According to our 
story, ‘Sierra Clubbed,’ that Ken Sleight and I wrote jointly for the April 2000 Zephyr...

“...two members of the Moab Group, John and Susette Weisheit, attempted to break 
the deadlock by negotiating a compromise with the author of the gag order, Dan 
Schroeder. Schroeder blamed the Chapter’s refusal to proceed on two factors: first, the 
‘in your face journalism’ of The Zephyr, which had criticized the Utah Chapter’s tactics 
and had printed the restrictive resolutions Schroeder had penned for the ExCom. 

We called it a ‘gag order,’ plain and simple. 
And we all seemed ready to at least go down 

swinging. One ‘canyoneer’ wrote, “Let the Chapter 
know at this time we don’t accept this condition 

and that if an appeal is necessary we are willing to 
take this to the National Board... 
Sound like a threat? Well, it is!” 


